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n Gold traded near a 15-month peak on Monday as a tumble in the dollar and
weakness in global equities pushed up the metal to near $1,300 an ounce.
Spot gold was little changed at $1,292.96 an ounce, after climbing to $1,296.11
on Friday, the highest level since January 2015.

n US gold futures rose 0.4 percent to $1,295.30. They hit a 15-month top of
$1,299 in the previous session before paring some gains. With the majority of
Asia out today and London on holiday tonight we are expecting a range-bound
session. However as gold trades towards $1,300, days of thin liquidity can
throw up surprises.

n Several markets are shut today for the Labour Day holiday. The US dollar
slumped to an 18-month low against the yen. The dollar index, which measures
the greenback against a basket of six major currencies, fell for a sixth straight
session to hit an eight-month low.

n Last week, the dollar had logged its biggest weekly percentage decline against
the yen since the 2008 financial crisis in the aftermath of the Bank of Japan's
decision not to ease policy further.

n Asian shares fell on Monday, with Japan's Nikkei ending the day down 3
percent. Stocks in Europe and Wall Street eased on Friday as earnings
disappointed. Gold was also underpinned by weak US economic data that
supported the Federal Reserve's cautious stance on higher US interest rates.
The central bank's policy statement released last week was viewed as largely
dovish.

n Bullion is sensitive to rising interest rates, which lift the opportunity cost of
holding non-yielding bullion, while boosting the dollar. In addition, gold tipped
into breakout territory on Friday, meaning that we likely will see more technical
buying.

June Comex Gold futures closed near a 15-month

high in April, finishing at $1290.50, up $54.90. A steep

drop in the U.S. Dollar and weakness in the global

equity markets pushed up the precious metal to near

$1,300 an ounce. After trading mostly sideways to

lower throughout April, gold prices surged the last few

days of the month after the U.S. Dollar slumped to an

18-month low against the Japanese Yen. The US

Dollar Index, which measures the Greenback against

a basket of six major currencies, fell for a sixth straight

session to hit an eight-month low. Gold rallied during

the last week in April after the Bank of Japan�s decision

not to ease policy further. Gold was also underpinned

by weak U.S. economic data that supported the Fed�s

cautious stance on higher U.S interest rates.

n Gold gained for a sixth straight session today,

pushing through the psychologically significant

$1,300-an-ounce line

n The U.S Dollar remained depressed against

chief rivals

n Gold on Friday posted its highest settlements

since January 2015

n A slump in the greenback to its lowest level in

about 11 months coaxed investors toward dollar-

denominated commodities

n Gold bulls have largely pinned the metals rally

on negative real interest rates
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n Oil prices retreated from 2016 highs on Monday as rising production in the
Middle East outweighed a decline in U.S. output and a sliding dollar.  Crude
production by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries rose in
April to 32.64 million barrels per day (bpd), close to the highest level in recent
history.

n Russia, the biggest exporter outside OPEC, also increased monthly crude for
seaborne exports by more than 7 percent to 3.117 million bpd in April. Brent
was trading at $46.77 per barrel, down 60 cents from its last settlement. U.S.
crude was down 40 cents at $45.52 a barrel.

n Liquidity was low due to May Day holiday in many countries. On Friday, the
June Brent contract expired at $48.13 a barrel, a 21.5 percent gain over the
month that marked the largest monthly advance since May 2009. Earlier in that
session it reached $48.50, a six-month high.

n The U.S. oil rig count fell for the sixth week last week, which analysts said
showed the price of oil had not risen enough to lure shale producers back.
Despite the price rise, investors continue to see a declining rig count.

n A weaker dollar .DXY, which makes it cheaper for countries using other
currencies to import dollar-traded fuel, kept further oil price losses at bay. The
chief of the International Energy Agency (IEA) said oil prices may have bottomed
if no major global economic issues emerge.

n In a normal economic environment, we will see the price direction is rather
upwards than downwards. Non-OPEC output is set to fall by more than 700,000
bpd this year, the biggest decline in around 20 years.

n While Morgan Stanley warned that an emerging gasoline glut threatened
refinery demand for crude, Birol said the draw in global stockpiles should start
toward the end of the year.

July Crude Oil futures closed sharply higher in April

at $46.69. After starting the month under pressure,

the market reached its low at $37.50 on April 5. Short-

covering ahead of a meeting on April 17, drove the

market to $44.50 on April 13. The market broke sharply

lower after several oil producers, responsible for almost

half of the world�s output, failed to reach a production-

freeze agreement at a meeting in Doha. Oil gapped

sharply lower immediately after the release of the

news, but quickly rallied as bargain hunters came in

to buy the weakness after a test of $39.80. The

subsequent rally eventually took the market to its

highest level since November 2015. Market sentiment

turned more upbeat into the end of the month amid

signs a global supply glut may be easing. The rally

was driven mostly by the idea that worst is over and

the oil market rebalancing process is in play

n Crude oil prices extended a fall today from the

end of last week

n Profit-taking offset positive sentiment from

declining U.S crude oil production and a weaker

U.S dollar

n Crude oil prices reached 2016 highs on

Friday

n Investors pinned their hopes that declining crude

oil inventories would continue ignoring persistent

over-supply in the market

n Crude for delivery in June, traded at $45.60 a

barrel, down $0.32, or 0.7%
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n Silver futures for May delivery climbed 23.6 cents, or 1.34%, on Friday to settle
at $17.78 a troy ounce after hitting a session high of $17.99, a level not seen
since January 2015. On the week, silver futures surged 88.9 cents, or 5.26%,
tracking strong gains in gold. For the month, silver soared 15%.

n The U.S Dollar index, which measures the greenback�s strength against a
trade-weighted basket of six major currencies, crashed to 92.98 on Friday, a
level not seen since August.

n The U.S Dollar ended the day at 93.02, down 2.14% for the week, as a lack
of action by the Bank of Japan and the cautious tone taken by the Federal
Reserve earlier in the week continued to weigh..

n Dollar weakness usually benefits precious metals, as it boosts the metal's
appeal as an alternative asset and makes dollar-priced commodities cheaper
for holders of other currencies.

n The U.S central bank left interest rates unchanged following its two-day meeting
on Wednesday and issued a statement implying it was in no hurry to raise
rates. Offering little hope of a move in June, the Fed said U.S. "economic
conditions will evolve in a manner that will warrant only gradual increases in
the federal funds rate."

n Data released Thursday revealed that the U.S. economy grew at an annualized
rate of just 0.5% in the first quarter, its weakest pace in two years, while a
report on Friday showed that U.S. inflation barely rose in March as consumer
spending remained tepid.

n The downbeat data makes it less likely that the Fed will be able to follow
through on its projected two interest rate increases this year. A gradual path
to higher rates is seen as less of a threat to gold prices than a swift series of
increases.

Silver markets rally during the course of the week,

breaking out above the previous week�s candle and

therefore it looks as if we are going to continue to go

higher. The US dollar continues to fall in general, and

that of course will help the silver markets as well. More

than likely, pullbacks will be thought of as buying

opportunities, and therefore we remain very bullish of

silver at this point in time. We believe the $20 will be

targeted next, and could be reached much quicker

than most people expect. The silver markets rallied

again during the session on Friday as the US dollar

continues to fall. Pullbacks at this point time will more

than likely attract buyers, as it appears that we have

not only broken out, but we are ready to go much

higher as silver is much more attractive than the US

dollar at this point in time. We currently have a target

of $20 going forward.

n Despite its alarming COTs, silver has continued

even higher over the past two weeks to arrive at

a overbought state

n Silver might just be worth more to investors than

gold

n Prices for the white metal which settled Friday at

an 11-month high of $17.819 an ounce, climbed

about 15.2% in April

n For the month silver was the star and

justifiably

n Silver is seen as a less precious metal than

gold but has stolen the spotlight
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